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Building Better Opportunities is jointly funded by
ESF and The National Lottery Community Fund. It brings together public, private and
voluntary organisations to create one of the biggest partnerships in the county and is
managed

by Hertfordshire County Council.

To be eligible for the BBO project you must have the right to work in the UK and not
be in any sort of paid employment.

BBO@hertforshire.gov.uk o r c a l l
01992 556 183 f o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n o r t o s e l f - r e f e r .
Email
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Libby
"I worked with my Mentor to realise
that I was already doing enough to
qualify me for a job that I wanted,
that would work for me."

"I didn’t realise that my life, my experiences,
efforts and my unique journey had enabled
personal growth that would enhance my
professional prospects. I wanted a career
that was enjoyable and would allow me to
have time to still focus on my family life. I
now have a career that I enjoy, time for me,
things to improve my wellbeing and a
healthy balance between work and time for
my children.”

“I can return to work after having my second
daughter, to a job I am truly passionate
about with a greater understanding of my
capabilities and what makes me happy in
life.”

Libby had time away from work to
focus on her wellbeing; she spent
time volunteering to keep a healthy
interest in work and her prospects.
This allowed Libby to explore new
opportunities, build confidence and
space to work out what career
would be meaningful.

Libby wanted to secure a paid position that she felt
happy in before having her second child. She
worked with her Mentor to use her life and
volunteering experiences to find fulfilling
employment.

Libby now works as a Coordinator for Mind and
supports others in their journey through
volunteering, work, training and development. Libby
returns from maternity leave in 2020.
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Cassie
“I spent 21 years raising my three
girls and focusing on being a mother
and a wife. I’ve worked really hard to
create positive change in my life,
which is still an ongoing process. I’ve
worked with my Mentor to try to

focus on improving my confidence
and creating the happiness I
deserve."

"The activities and mentoring have
provided focus and I’m so thankful for
the opportunity to try things that I
never would have without this
support.”

“I’m not entirely sure what career I
want but I’d like to help others like me
to find their purpose in life. I’m still
exploring ways to do so, with my
Mentor there for support. I’m
volunteering and back at college,
overcoming my fears and working on
the rebuilding of me.”

Cassie had dipped in and out of work during the years she had
dedicated to family life. She had always admired women with
careers but she found the idea of going to work terrifying.
Cassie felt she had lost all of her skills but decided that now
was the right time to learn new skills and to find her perfect career.
She engaged with

her

Mentor

to explore

options

for employment

through volunteering, in the hope of finding something that she felt she
was good at and would make a difference.

These were the initial steps that provided confidence, a feeling of
independence

and

accomplishments.

a greater

sense

She proactively

opportunity suggested

by

her

of happiness

used

Mentor

she was skilled and capable of anything

every

to prove
she

put

in her

activity

and

to herself
her

mind

that
to.

Cassie found enjoyment in life
through pushing herself to try
everything: exploring new places,
exercise, meeting new people
and facing her fears. Cassie
attends activities, college
courses, training and volunteering
placements Monday-Friday, with
her evenings and weekends
dedicated to family life. With the
continued support of her Mentor,
Cassie moves closer to finding
her perfect career by focusing on
her fitness, wellbeing, education
and volunteering.
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Kerri
“I had previously spent years working
in jobs where I was unhappy and
decided to take a break from work.
During this time I met my Mentor, she
was the first person to really listen to
me and believe in what I was
capable of. My Mentor worked with
me to find out what I wanted to
achieve with my life and motivated
me to turn my future dreams into
reality."

“Through regular sessions with my
Mentor and her positive approach, she
has encouraged me to overcome
difficulties and has improved my career
prospects. My mentor supported me with
pursuing my passions in mental health
work and beauty, finding a way to
combine the two to find fulfilment
through work. I now know what I want to
do with my life and feel that I can help
others. My Mentor believed in my future,
she stuck by me to improve my life and
never allowed me to give up. I have
further beauty training booked, I continue
to build my beauty business and I am
searching for part-time mental health
roles. Now I am starting to see a happy
future and can recognise my
achievements.”

Kerri and her Mentor worked together to find different opportunities
to gain the skills and experience for mental health and wellbeing work, which
led to successful volunteering placements in several roles. These opportunities
allowed Kerri to gain insight and experience, whilst undertaking training and
courses to qualify her for paid employment in this sector. Kerri and her Mentor
also linked in with other professionals in the beauty and branding world, which
helped Kerri to grow her business and her social media following.

Kerri and her Mentor agreed to apply for funding to secure self-employment
advice and private therapy to help with her confidence in life and in
pursuing her business aspirations. The holistic support provided Kerri with improved
self understanding and self esteem, alongside the tools and knowledge to thrive in
the world of beauty and business.

Kerri continues to inspire others to improve their circumstances whilst pursuing her
career dreams, with a better sense of what is important to her and what she can
achieve.
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Lara
“My BBO Mentor was brilliant, she
helped me to find the confidence I
had lost when I became a mum. She
worked with me closely to find out
what I could do as a career,
something I would enjoy, that would
allow me to still have time for family
and home life."

“Without my Mentor's tremendous
support and the BBO project
I wouldn’t be where I am today.
I am thankful to have received her

encouragement and guidance in
my journey.

I am now working part-time,
volunteering and training in health
and fitness roles, with improved
circumstances and self belief.”

Lara worked with her Mentor to identify that exercise had helped her to get
through difficult times in life and they decided to look into careers in fitness.
Lara attended the free yoga and fitness activities through the

BBO

project

and found these inclusive spaces improved her wellbeing whilst being
mentored.

Lara and her Mentor continued to work together and found a local part-time
college with suitable fitness instructor courses, which would fit around Lara’s
other responsibilities. This is where Lara’s career as a fitness instructor started,
as she persevered and completed her Level 2 Active IQ.

The learning experience provided a new sense of confidence for Lara and she
is currently completing a level 3 Personal Training qualification. Her Mentor
arranged for Lara to also volunteer with a local Trust where she helps inactive
people with getting into fitness, which she found very rewarding and
worthwhile. The experience enabled Lara to find a career that allows her to
feel good and is flexible enough to allow time for being a mum.
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Hayley
“My situation never permitted me to
follow my dreams of selfemployment. I was struggling to see
a bright future when I had lost all
self-esteem and had to look after my
daughter as a single parent. I was
told about the project and met my
Mentor

- it was like a lifeline had
been given to me."

“I couldn’t believe my luck and that this help was even available! I
have found my confidence to work towards what I had always
wanted through mentoring support. My Mentor helped to secure
funding for training, self employment advice, equipment

and marketing for my business. She has supported me with
meetings and networking; I am now making steps towards having
my own aesthetics and personal training business.

BBO and my Mentor have believed in my future and now

believe in myself. My dreams are starting to become a reality…
it has literally given me my hope and future back.”

Hayley had always hoped to set up her own business but didn’t think
it was viable due to her childcare responsibilities and the lack of
financial support in place. Hayley’s life experiences, circumstances
and lack of self-belief prevented her from seeing her business as a
possibility.
Hayley had a passion for aesthetics, beauty and fitness and has
completed several training courses through BBO

. She is now

qualified to deliver fitness classes, various beauty and
aesthetics

treatments. Hayley still meets with her Mentor

and her self-employment advisor to help with all aspects of
her career.

Hayley’s business insurance and license has been funded by BBO and
she continues to engage in support to ensure that she succeeds.
Hayley volunteers to teach fitness classes in her local gym whilst
her business is in the final stages of being set up. Hayley has built
social and

professional support networks, who encourage her to

persevere with all of

her dreams.
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"Yoga and meditation allowed me
to rewind and relax in a positive,
welcoming and friendly space."
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BUILDING BETTER OPPORTUNITIES

"Floristry & mentoring helped to build my

confide nce.

BBO

have now funde d my

floristry course ! I have access to a self

e mployme nt advisor when I'm re ady to
take the next steps into business."
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"I attend with my Mentor every week and
I'm now looking to become a qualified
personal trainer.

Boxing was just that bit different from

anything else I've tried and I LOVE it."
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"I loved learning about nutrition and
the benefits that food ea n have on my
health, energy and mood!"
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"I have found a h obby th at I love and
through the financial help of BBO I
am hoping to turn this into a career."
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Co-produced by BBO Participant and
Graphic Designer Rosie Stevens, her
BBO STRIVE Mentor Holly Staunton and

BBO Relationship Manager Thea Bloyce.

